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ABSTRACT  

Introduction: Prophylaxis with recombinant factor VIII (rFVIII) is the current standard of care for 

haemophilia A. Several approaches have been used to extend the half-life of rFVIII to improve 

prophylaxis outcomes. An indirect comparison of pivotal clinical trial data was performed to evaluate 

the relative efficacy of two extended half-life therapies approved for the prophylactic treatment of 

haemophilia A: recombinant FVIII-IgG1 Fc domain fusion protein (rFVIIIFc) and pegylated rFVIII (BAY 

94-9027).  

Methods: Matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) was conducted to compare the rFVIIIFc 

individualised prophylaxis arm of the A-LONG phase III clinical trial (n = 117) and the BAY 94-9027 

approved dosing regimens of the PROTECT VIII phase II/III study (n = 110). Following matching for 

baseline characteristics, mean annualised bleeding rate (ABR) and the proportion of patients with 

zero bleeds were compared for rFVIIIFc and BAY 94-9027. Additional supportive analyses comparing 

rFVIIIFc individualised prophylaxis and the individual prophylaxis regimens included in PROTECT VIII 

group (twice weekly, and every 5 and 7 days [Q5D and Q7D]) were conducted. 

Results: Mean ABR was lower in the rFVIIIFc individualised prophylaxis group versus the BAY 94-

9027 pooled prophylaxis population (3.0 versus 4.9), providing a clinically relevant and statistically 

significant difference (mean difference [MD] ‒1.9; 95% confidence interval [CI] ‒3.5 to ‒0.4). A 

statistically significant difference in ABR was also observed for rFVIIIFc compared with BAY 94-9027 

Q7D (3.2 versus 6.4; MD ‒3.3; 95% CI ‒6.4 to ‒0.2). The difference in the proportion of patients with 

zero bleeds between rFVIIIFc (46.5%) and BAY 94-9027 pooled prophylaxis population (38.2%) was 

not statistically significant (odds ratio 1.4; 95% CI 0.8 to 2.5). 

Conclusions: This indirect treatment comparison indicates a statistically significant and clinically 

relevant difference in ABR favouring individualised prophylaxis with rFVIIIFc versus BAY 94-9027 

prophylaxis. The proportion of patients with zero bleeds was numerically greater with rFVIIIFc 

treatment but did not achieve statistical significance. 

 

Keywords: Annualised bleeding rate; BAY 94-9027; Damactocog alfa pegol; Efmoroctocog alfa; 
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Key Summary Points: 

Why carry out this study? 

 Prophylaxis with recombinant factor VIII (rFVIII) is the current standard of care for 

haemophilia A; however, the short half-life of these therapies means that patients must 
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receive frequent injections. Extended half-life (EHL) rFVIII therapies offer the option to 

better tailor treatment to individuals and improve prophylaxis outcomes, while reducing 

injection frequency. 

 This analysis used matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) to compare outcomes 

from pivotal phase III studies of two EHL products at their approved doses: recombinant 

FVIII-IgG1 Fc domain fusion protein (rFVIIIFc) and pegylated rFVIII (BAY 94-9027). 

What was learned from the study? 

 Mean annualised bleeding rate was statistically significantly lower in patients who received 

individualised prophylaxis with rFVIIIFc compared with patients receiving BAY 94-9027 

prophylaxis (3.0 versus 4.9). 

 The proportion of patients with zero bleeds was numerically higher in the rFVIIIFc 

individualised prophylaxis group compared with the BAY 94-9027 pooled prophylaxis group 

(46.5% versus 38.2%), but this difference was not significant. 

 This indirect treatment comparison indicates that individualised prophylaxis with rFVIIIFc is 

associated with clinically relevant improvements in outcomes versus BAY 94-9027. 

 

DIGITAL FEATURES 

This article is published with digital features, including a summary slide, to facilitate understanding 

of the article. To view digital features for this article go to 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.13332854  
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INTRODUCTION 

Haemophilia A is a congenital bleeding disorder characterised by insufficient levels of clotting factor 

VIII (FVIII). In cases of severe haemophilia A, FVIII levels are <1% of normal, with the risk of 

spontaneous bleeding into tissues, muscles and joints, the latter leading to haemophilic arthropathy 

[1, 2]. In countries with access to adequate healthcare resources, primary prophylaxis with 

recombinant FVIII (rFVIII) is recognised as the standard of care for the treatment of individuals with 

severe haemophilia A [3]. The use of rFVIII therapies reduces the incidence of joint damage, 

haemophilic arthropathy, loss of mobility and the associated reduction in quality of life [1, 2]. 

However, standard half-life (SHL) rFVIII therapies have a relatively short half-life (about 12 hours), 

necessitating frequent injections every 2–3 days or the use of higher doses [4], presenting a 

substantial burden for patients and caregivers. 

Extended half-life (EHL) rFVIII therapies offer the prospect of fewer injections with more 

flexible dosing and, consequently, the potential to optimise treatment for individual patients. 

Several strategies have been employed to improve the half-life of SHL rFVIII. The EHL therapy 

rFVIIIFc (efmoroctocog alfa, Elocta®, Swedish Orphan Biovitrum AB) covalently fuses a single rFVIII 

molecule to the Fc domain of IgG1, resulting in a 1.5-fold increase in half-life versus SHL rFVIII, 

enabling injections to be performed every 3–5 days [5]. Use of rFVIIIFc has been associated with 

reduced infusion frequency [6], improved health-related quality of life [7], and cost savings [8, 9]. In 

the phase III A-LONG study of rFVIIIFc in previously treated adolescent/adult patients, 30% of 

patients achieved 5-day dosing intervals in the final 3 months of the study [6]. In an analysis of 

health-related quality of life in patients enrolled in A-LONG, significant improvements over time 

were observed in patients who received rFVIIIFc prophylaxis [7]. A recent analysis of rFVIIIFc cost 

effectiveness in Italy suggested that, compared with SHL rFVIII therapies, rFVIIIFc treatment was 

associated with a predicted lifetime cost saving of €1.3 million and a 0.39 gain in quality-adjusted 

life-years per patient, driven by improved bleeding- and joint-related treatment outcomes, as well as 

reduced administration burden [8]. A budget impact analysis conducted in the Italian National 

Health System showed that the introduction of rFVIIIFc to treat haemophilia A would save 

approximately €13 million over 3 years [9], while a similar analysis conducted in the USA showed 

that use of rFVIIIFc had a modest 1.4% impact on budget over 2 years compared with SHL rFVIII 

therapy [10]. 

The phase III A-LONG study in adolescent/adult patients [5] and the Kids A-LONG study in 

previously treated paediatric patients [11] have established the efficacy and safety of rFVIIIFc for the 

treatment of severe haemophilia A. Individualised prophylaxis with rFVIIIFc administered once or 
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twice weekly in adults and adolescents produced a clinically meaningful reduction in annualised 

bleeding rate (ABR) compared with episodic treatment. Pharmacokinetic findings confirmed that 

rFVIIIFc had an increased half-life with an increased duration above a trough FVIII level of 1 IU/dL [5]. 

The efficacy and safety of rFVIIIFc in previously untreated patients (PUPs) aged <6 years has also 

been demonstrated in the recently completed PUPs A-LONG study [12], while the longer-term 

efficacy and tolerability of rFVIIIFc, with extended dosing intervals and low ABRs, has also been 

demonstrated for up to 5.9 years in the ASPIRE study [13]. rFVIIIFc is approved for the treatment and 

prophylaxis of bleeding in paediatric, adolescent and adult patients with haemophilia A [14, 15]. The 

recommended dose for long-term prophylaxis is 50 IU/kg every 3–5 days, which can be adjusted to 

25–65 IU/kg based on individual patient responses. Currently, rFVIIIFc is the only EHL rFVIII product 

approved to treat children aged ≤12 years in Europe [14]. 

BAY 94-9027 (damactocog alfa pegol, JIVI®, Bayer Pharma AG, Leverkusen, Germany), is a 

site-specific, PEGylated B-domain-deleted EHL rFVIII product with at least a 1.5-fold increased half-

life compared with SHL rFVIII [16]. The safety and efficacy of BAY 94-9027 was investigated in the 

PROTECT VIII clinical trial, a phase II/III partially randomised study in individuals aged 12–65 years 

[16]. BAY 94-9027 is indicated for use in previously treated adults and adolescents with haemophilia 

A [17, 18]. For routine prophylaxis, the recommended dose is 45–60 IU/kg every 5 days (Q5D) [17, 

18].  This can be adjusted to 60 IU/kg every 7 days (Q7D) or 30–40 IU/kg twice weekly, based on 

patient clinical characteristics [17]. PEGylation may be associated with the development of anti-PEG 

immunity in some individuals, leading to potential hypersensitivity reactions [19], particularly in 

younger patients [20]. Concerns regarding the safety profile have led to BAY 94-9027 usage being 

restricted to adults and adolescents ≥12 years of age [17, 18]. In the recently completed PROTECT 

VIII Kids study of BAY 94-9027, 11 children aged <6 years discontinued treatment due to perceived 

loss of efficacy and/or hypersensitivity reactions [20].  

When assessing the relative efficacy of similar treatments, the preferred option would be 

direct comparison in a randomised clinical trial. However, in the absence of direct head-to-head 

trials, indirect comparison of data from clinical studies may help guide treatment decisions. 

Matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) is a widely used, validated method for comparing the 

outcomes of interventions in cases where comparative trials are not available or are difficult to 

perform [21]. 

We report here the results of applying MAIC to compare the efficacy outcomes of 

individualised rFVIIIFc prophylaxis in the A-LONG study with BAY 94-9027 prophylaxis in the 

PROTECT VIII study.  
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METHODS 

Data Sources and Sample Selection 

The pivotal trials that provided the efficacy and safety data used to obtain marketing authorisation 

were used as the source of data for the comparisons performed in this analysis. The comparison of 

the two treatments centred on the approved dosing regimens for each product. For rFVIIIFc, patients 

in the non-randomised individualised prophylaxis treatment arm of the A-LONG study were included 

[5]. The BAY 94-9027 analysis group comprised patients enrolled in all prophylaxis treatment arms 

(the non-randomised twice-weekly arm, and randomised Q5D and Q7D arms) of the PROTECT VIII 

study [16]. These analysis populations comprise patients who received treatment with the approved 

dose regimens of each EHL rFVIII product. The design and results of both the A-LONG and PROTECT 

VIII clinical studies have been described in detail elsewhere [5, 16], and are described in brief below.  

The A-LONG study was a phase III, open-label, multicentre, partially randomised study of 

rFVIIIFc in patients ≥12 years of age with severe haemophilia A [5]. Patients were assigned to one of 

three treatment arms: individualised prophylaxis (25‒65 IU/kg every 3‒5 days, n = 118); weekly 

prophylaxis (65 IU/kg; n = 24); and, episodic treatment (10‒50 IU/kg, n = 23). In the individualised 

prophylaxis treatment arm, each subject’s pharmacokinetic parameters were used to guide 

individual adjustments to dosing interval and/or dose to target a steady-state trough FVIII level of 1–

3 IU/dL or higher as needed to maintain good control of breakthrough bleeding. Patients who had 

received prophylaxis prior to study entry were enrolled into the individualised prophylaxis arm, 

while patients who had received episodic treatment previously were eligible for individualised 

prophylaxis or randomisation to one of the other two treatment arms (weekly prophylaxis or 

episodic treatment), based on their history of bleeds in the previous 12 months.  

PROTECT VIII was a phase II/III, open-label, multicentre, partially randomised study of BAY 

94-9027 in patients aged between 12 years and 65 years with severe haemophilia A [16]. Patients 

receiving prophylactic therapy at enrolment were only eligible for the prophylaxis arm, while those 

previously receiving on-demand therapy could choose to either continue on-demand BAY 94-9027 

for 36 weeks or enter the prophylaxis arm of the study. Patients enrolled in the prophylaxis arm 

received BAY 94-9027 25 IU/kg twice weekly for a 10-week run-in period. Those experiencing more 

than one breakthrough bleed were assigned BAY 94-9027 30‒40 IU/kg twice weekly for the duration 

of the study; those experiencing ≤1 bleed during the run-in period were randomised in a 1:1 ratio to 

receive BAY 94-9027 either Q5D (starting at 45 IU/kg, n = 43) or Q7D (fixed dose of 60 IU/kg, n = 43) 

for 26 weeks. In cases of inadequate bleeding control, patients in the Q5D group could increase their 
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dose to 60 IU/kg. Patients in the Q7D group were not able to increase their dose; however, they 

could be switched to more frequent dosing (Q5D or twice weekly).  

Both the A-LONG and PROTECT VIII studies were conducted in accordance with the 

Declaration of Helsinki and local regulations. The protocols were approved by the authorities and the 

ethics committees of the respective institutions, and signed informed consent was obtained from all 

patients. Informed consent for this analysis was not required given the deidentified nature of the A-

LONG individualised patient-level data, and the use of anonymised, previously published data from 

PROTECT VIII. 

 

Outcomes 

The efficacy outcomes compared were mean ABR and the proportion of patients with zero bleeds. 

These measures are both clinically relevant and widely used in haemophilia A treatment trials. The 

assessment period for patients in PROTECT VIII was from randomisation at week 10 of the study 

through to week 36. For A-LONG, the duration of assessment corresponded to the exposure to 

prophylaxis.  

Statistical Analysis 

MAIC was used to compare rFVIIIFc against BAY 94-9027 for the prophylactic treatment of 

haemophilia A according to National Institue for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) Decision 

Support Unit methodology [21]. Individual patient data from the A-LONG study were weighted to 

match the mean baseline characteristics of patients enrolled in the PROTECT VIII study. All data were 

anonymised and no information allowing individual patients to be identified was included. The 

following baseline variables were included for adjustment: age (mean, standard deviation [SD]); 

mean (SD) body mass index (BMI); mean (SD) number of bleeding events 12 months prior to 

randomisation; mean (SD) number of target joints per patient; percentage of patients with ≥1 target 

joint; and ethnicity (percentage of white/Asian patients). These variables represent those known to 

influence ABR, based on the data from the A-LONG and PROTECT VIII studies [5, 16]. The patients 

remaining in the A-LONG individualised prophylaxis group following matching were used in all 

treatment comparisons, the number of remaining patients being the effective sample size (ESS). 

Outcome measures were recalculated using assigned weights: mean ABR was estimated using a 

weighted negative binomial regression model; the odds of zero bleeds were calculated by dividing 

the reweighted number of patients with and without bleeding episodes.  
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Additional supportive analyses were performed, comparing the rFVIIIFc individualised 

prophylaxis group with each individual BAY 94-9027 prophylaxis regimen included in the pooled 

prophylaxis group (twice weekly, Q5D, Q7D) for both mean ABR and the proportion of patients with 

zero bleeds. 

The recalculated ABR and the odds of patients with zero bleeds from A-LONG were 

compared statistically with observed values for BAY 94-9027 in the PROTECT VIII study. Relative 

treatment effects are presented as mean difference (MD) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) for ABR 

and odds ratios (OR) with 95% CI for the proportion of patients with zero bleeds. The MD was 

considered statistically significant if the associated 95% CI did not contain zero, while OR values 

where the associated 95% CI did not include 1.0 were considered statistically significant. Statistical 

comparisons were conducted in R 3.5.5 (https://www.r-project.org/) with MASS package. 

 

RESULTS 

Baseline Characteristics 

The population analysed included 117 patients who were assigned to receive rFVIIIFc individualised 

prophylaxis in A-LONG, and 110 patients who received prophylaxis with BAY 94-9027 in PROTECT VIII 

(twice weekly, n = 24; Q5D, n = 43, Q7D, n = 43). Prior to matching, the mean age of the A-LONG and 

PROTECT VIII populations were similar (32.9 versus 34.6 years), and 68% and 66% of patients were 

white. In the A-LONG analysis population, 73% of patients had received prior prophylaxis, compared 

with 80% in the PROTECT VIII analysis population. The mean duration of treatment in the 

individualised prophylaxis arm of A-LONG was 32.6 weeks, and the mean study duration of PROTECT 

VIII was 36 weeks, which included a 10-week run-in period and the planned 26-week prophylaxis 

treatment period. 

Individual patient data from patients enrolled in A-LONG who received individualised 

prophylaxis were extracted and compared with the pooled prophylaxis population of PROTECT VIII 

(Table 1). After matching for baseline characteristics of age, BMI, prior bleeds, target joints and 

ethnicity, ESS for A-LONG was n = 81 (70% of A-LONG population; Table 1). After matching with each 

of the individual prophylaxis dose groups included in the pooled prophylaxis population of PROTECT 

VIII, the ESS values for the individualised prophylaxis group of A-LONG were n = 62 (versus twice 

weekly n = 24), n = 79 (versus Q5D n = 43), and n = 45 (versus Q7D n = 43). 

Annualised Bleeding Rate 
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The mean ABR for rFVIIIFc-treated patients from the individualised prophylaxis arm of the A-LONG 

study population before adjustment was 2.9 versus 4.9 in the PROTECT VIII pooled prophylaxis group 

(MD ‒2.0; 95% CI: ‒3.5; ‒0.4). After adjustment, mean ABR was 3.0 in the individualised prophylaxis 

arm of A-LONG versus 4.9 in the PROTECT VIII pooled prophylaxis group. The difference between the 

two treatment groups was statistically significant (MD ‒1.9; 95% CI ‒3.5 to ‒0.4; Fig. 1). 

Unadjusted mean ABR values for the comparison of the rFVIIIFc individualised prophylaxis 

group from A-LONG with each individual dose regimen included in the PROTECT VIII pooled 

prophylaxis group are shown in Table 2. Following adjustment there was a statistically significant 

difference in mean ABR between rFVIIIFc and BAY 94-9027 Q7D (3.2 versus 6.4; MD ‒3.3; 95% CI ‒

6.4 to ‒0.2; Fig. 1). Mean ABR was numerically lower in the rFVIIIFc prophylaxis group versus BAY 94-

9027 twice weekly and Q5D dose groups; however, the differences were not statistically significant 

(Figure 1).  

Proportion of Patients with Zero Bleeds 

Prior to matching, the proportion of patients with zero bleeds in the individualised rFVIIIFc 

prophylaxis group was 45.3% compared with 38.2% for the PROTECT VIII study analysis group (OR 

1.3; 95% CI 0.8–2.3). Following adjustment, the proportion of rFVIIIFc-treated patients with zero 

bleeds was 46.5% versus 38.2% for BAY 94-9027-treated patients. This difference was not 

statistically significant (OR 1.4; 95% CI 0.8–2.5; Fig. 2). Unadjusted values for the proportion of 

patients with zero bleeds in the rFVIIIFc individualised prophylaxis group compared with each of the 

dose groups included in the PROTECT VIII analysis population are shown in Table 3. The proportion 

of rFVIIIFc-treated patients with zero bleeds was numerically greater compared with those receiving 

BAY 94-9027 Q5D and Q7D, and twice weekly; however, the differences were not statistically 

significant (Fig. 2). 

 

DISCUSSION 

This analysis, using MAIC methodology, demonstrated a lower ABR for rFVIIIFc-treated versus BAY 

94-9027-treated patients and a statistically significant and clinically relevant difference. A trend 

towards more patients experiencing zero bleeds with rFVIIIFc treatment was also observed. The 

findings of the supportive analyses also indicate that prophylaxis with rFVIIIFc provides superior 

efficacy to BAY 94-9027 administered Q7D. The difference in efficacy between individualised 

prophylaxis with rFVIIIFc and BAY 94-9027 administered Q5D or twice weekly was not statistically 

significant, although a trend favouring rFVIIIFc was observed. 
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Our results differ from those of another analysis, conducted by Batt and colleagues, which 

used MAIC to compare the relative efficacy of BAY 94-9027 and rFVIIIFc, as well as the EHL products 

BAX 855 and rAHF-PFM (recombinant antihemophilic factor plasma/albumin-free method) [22]. The 

results of the analysis by Batt et al. suggested no statistically significant difference in efficacy 

between rFVIIIFc and BAY 94-9027, assessed using both ABR and the proportion of patients with 

zero bleeds [22]. However, it should be noted that Batt et al. used a pooled rFVIIIFc-treated 

population, comprising both the individualised and weekly prophylaxis arms. Weekly prophylaxis 

with rFVIIIFc is not an approved therapeutic regimen [14, 15], and consequently, does not reflect use 

of rFVIIIFc in the clinical setting. However, Batt et al. also included a sensitivity analysis that 

incorporated only the rFVIIIFc individualised prophylaxis arm, the results of which showed a 

difference in ABR between rFVIIIFc (2.91) and BAY 94-9027 (4.25) [22]. Our findings are consistent 

with these results, the small differences arising from the availability of patient-level data for each 

analysis and differences in ESS following adjustment. Batt et al. also reported a statistically 

significant reduction in BAY 94-9027 utilisation versus rFVIIIFc [22]; however, the clinically relevant 

and statistically significant reduction in ABR demonstrated in our analysis suggests that any 

perceived benefits of reduced utilisation should be balanced against relative efficacy. We did not 

evaluate utilisation in our analysis, but a separate analysis assessing utilisation is planned. 

In addition to the efficacy benefits observed in this analysis, rFVIIIFc offers potential safety 

benefits over other EHL rFVIII products. The Fc portion of rFVIIIFc is part of a naturally occurring 

pathway with no known inherent toxicity. In all clinical trials of rFVIIIFc, treatment was generally well 

tolerated, adverse events were consistent with those expected in this patient population, and no 

inhibitors to rFVIIIFc developed in previously treated patients [5, 11, 13]. Conversely, treatment with 

PEGylated BAY 94-9027 is associated with concerns around hypersensitivity reactions and lack of 

efficacy in paediatric patients aged ≤12 years, as a result of anti-PEG immunity [19, 20];  BAY 94-9027 

is, therefore, not approved for use in this patient population [17, 18].  At present, rFVIIIFc is currently 

the only EHL product approved for use in children under 12 years of age in Europe [14]. 

 

MAIC is a validated method for the comparison of outcomes data from pivotal clinical 

studies where data from comparative randomised clinical trials are either not available or difficult to 

obtain [23], and has been accepted as a valid approach by NICE in the UK [21]. MAIC offers the 

opportunity to adjust for important baseline characteristics when comparing treatments, 

overcoming some of the methodological limitations associated with indirect treatment comparisons. 

Although a network meta-analysis (NMA) would have enabled the comparison of more than two EHL 

rFVIII products, in this instance, differences in the design of the pivotal clinical studies meant that it 
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was not possible to generate the network of direct and indirect comparisons required for an NMA 

[24]. Both studies had complex methodological designs, comprising both randomised and non-

randomised elements. The individualised prophylaxis arm of the A-LONG study was assessed in the 

non-randomised element of the study, while on-demand treatment was assessed in the randomised 

element [5]. Conversely, the prophylaxis treatment arms used to derive the pooled prophylaxis 

analysis group of PROTECT VIII were assessed in the randomised element of the study, while on-

demand treatment was assessed in the non-randomised element [16]. 

The use of data from two large phase III study populations, which are comparable in terms 

of documented patient baseline and disease characteristics, together with the use of the clinically 

relevant parameters, ABR and the proportion of patients with zero bleeds, contribute to the strength 

of this analysis. The robustness of the population analysed is further demonstrated by the relatively 

small observed differences between the unadjusted outcomes and the adjusted values obtained 

following population matching. Furthermore, while the data indicate that treatment with rFVIIIFc is 

associated with a numerically greater proportion of patients with zero bleeds than with BAY 94-

9027, the shorter assessment period of PROTECT VIII (26 weeks) compared with that of A-LONG (32 

weeks), could potentially result in an underestimate of the rFVIIIFc treatment effect. However, 

comparisons generated using MAIC are associated with some limitations. Although differences in 

published baseline data could be accounted for using MAIC, undocumented differences in baseline 

data could not be eliminated. Other variables, such as geographic region or FVIII genotype were not 

available in PROTECT VIII and could not be used in the adjustment process. Similarly, adjustment for 

differences in the assessment periods of the two studies could not be included in the analysis, as 

these data were not available for PROTECT VIII. Furthermore, detailed clinical data for the patients in 

these studies are limited, and information on, for example, spontaneous bleeds such as the recently 

reported case of a spontaneous subepithelial haemorrhage (Antopol-Goldman lesion) in the renal 

pelvis and ureter of a patient with haemophilia A and inhibitors [25]. The absence of a placebo group 

in these clinical studies means that there can be no adjustment for residual confounding; other 

confounding factors not reported in the trials may also have an influence on the results reported 

here. The comparison between the rFVIIIFc individual prophylaxis group of A-LONG and the three 

individual BAY 94-9027 prophylaxis dose groups of PROTECT VIII resulted in reductions in ESS (n = 24 

for twice weekly; n = 43 for both Q5D and Q7D), which should be considered when interpreting 

these findings. Indirect treatment comparisons, such as the one performed here, provide a useful 

measure of the relative efficacies of similar treatments; however, they are not replacements for 

comparative randomised clinical trials, and further trials are needed to confirm these findings.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this indirect treatment comparison indicate that individualised prophylaxis with 

rFVIIIFc provides a statistically significant and clinically relevant benefit in mean ABR versus 

prophylaxis with BAY 94-9027. Although the differences between rFVIIIFc and BAY 94-9027 in the 

proportion of patients with zero bleeds were not significant, there was a trend towards an improved 

outcome with individualised rFVIIIFc prophylaxis. 
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Table 1 Balance of baseline characteristics and ESS following matching of A-LONG individualised 

prophylaxis and PROTECT VIII pooled prophylaxis groups 

 Prior to matching rFVIIIFc adjusted population 

 BAY 94-9027  

(n = 110) 

rFVIIIFc unadjusted 

population (n = 117) 

Estimate 

(SD) 

ESS, n (%) 

Mean (SD) age, years 34.6 (12.9) 32.9 (12.8) 34.6 (12.9) 114.8 (98.1) 

Mean (SD) BMI 24.7 (4.7) 23.0 (4.3) 24.7 (4.7) 113.2 (96.7) 

Mean (SD) prior bleeds 13.2 (18.0) 18.3 (22.3) 13.2 (18.0) 108.0 (93.1) 

Target joints     

Mean (SD) target 

joints 

1.5 (1.5) 1.7 (2.1) 1.5 (1.5) 

102.6 (87.7) 

≥1 target joint, % 73 61 73 

Ethnicity, %     

White 66 68 66 
116.5 (99.6) 

Asian 25 22 25 

Final adjusted population    

Mean (SD) age, years   34.6 (12.9) 

81.1 (69.9) 

Mean (SD) BMI   24.7 (4.7) 

Mean (SD) prior bleeds   13.2 (18.0) 

Target joints    

Mean (SD) target 

joints 

  1.5 (1.5) 

≥1 target joint, %   73 

Ethnicity, %    

White   66 

Asian   25 

BMI body mass index, ESS effective sample size, rFVIIIFc recombinant factor VIII-Fc fusion protein, SD standard deviation 
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Table 2 Unadjusted comparison of mean ABR between the individualised rFVIIIFc prophylaxis group 

of A-LONG and the pooled BAY 94-9027 prophylaxis groups from PROTECT VIII 

 Mean (SE) ABR for any bleed MD (95% CI) 

PROTECT VIII regimen BAY 94-9027  rFVIIIFc 
individualised PHX 

rFVIIIFc vs BAY 94-9027  

Q5D 3.3 (0.7)  ‒0.4 (‒1.9 to 1.1) 

Q7D 6.4 (1.5) 2.9 (0.4) ‒3.5 (‒6.6 to ‒0.4) 

Twice weekly 4.9 (1.3)  ‒2.0 (‒4.6 to 0.6) 

ABR annualised bleeding rate, CI confidence interval, MD mean difference, PHX prophylaxis, Q5D every 5 days, Q7D every 7 

days, rFVIIIFc recombinant factor VIII-Fc fusion protein, SE standard error 

 

Table 3 Unadjusted comparison of the proportion of patients with zero bleeds between the 

individualised rFVIIIFc prophylaxis group of A-LONG and the pooled BAY 94-9027 prophylaxis group 

from PROTECT VIII 

 Patients with no bleeds, % OR (95% CI) 

PROTECT VIII regimen BAY 94-9027 
 

rFVIIIFc 
individualised PHX 

rFVIIIFc vs BAY 94-9027 

Q5D 44.2  1.1 (0.5–2.1) 

Q7D 37.2 45.3 1.4 (0.7–2.9) 

Twice weekly 29.2  2.0 (0.8–5.2) 

CI confidence interval, OR odds ratio, PHX prophylaxis, Q5D every 5 days, Q7D every 7 days, rFVIIIFc recombinant factor 

VIII-Fc fusion protein 
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Fig. 1 ABR, for any bleeding, after matching for all baseline variables:* A-LONG individual 

prophylaxis versus PROTECT VIII pooled prophylaxis, and twice weekly, Q5D and Q7D individual dose 

groups 

 

Data presented as mean ± SE 

*Age, BMI, percentage of patients with prior bleeds, mean number of target joints, percentage of patients with ≥1 target 

joint, ethnicity (percentage of white and Asian patients) 

ABR annualised bleeding rate, BMI body mass index, CI confidence interval, ESS effective sample size, MD mean difference, 

n.s. not significant, PHX prophylaxis, Q5D every 5 days, Q7D every 7 days, rFVIIIFc recombinant factor VIII-Fc fusion protein, 

SE standard error 
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Fig. 2 Proportion of patients with zero bleeds after matching for all baseline variables:* A-LONG 

individual prophylaxis versus PROTECT VIII pooled prophylaxis, and twice weekly, Q5D and Q7D 

individual dose groups 

 

*Age, BMI, percentage of patients with prior bleeds, mean number of target joints, percentage of patients with ≥1 target 

joint, ethnicity (percentage of white and Asian patients) 

CI confidence interval, BMI body mass index, ESS effective sample size, OR odds ratio, PHX prophylaxis, Q5D every 5 days, 

Q7D every 7 days, rFVIIIFc recombinant factor VIII-Fc fusion protein 
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